
THE NEW ALPHABET FROM UPOFLOOR



XPRESSION 
QUARTZ 
ZERO

Upofloor opens up a new chapter and shortens the alphabet within resilient flooring. 

From X to Z you will find the best and the greenest resilient flooring alternatives to 

be used on all levels. No matter what letter you pick from the Upofloor alphabet, it 

will represent the absolute latest flooring technology for public spaces. Environmentally 

sound, strong and easy to maintain.

LOWER LEVEL: 6352. GROUND FLOOR: 9163. FIRST FLOOR: 1504. SECOND FLOOR: 5752. STAIRS: 9049
COVER: 5728
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5704, 5752

ZERO

UPOFLOOR® ZERO PVC FREE FLOORING

Zero PVC, Zero plasticizers; Zero worries. 

The new Upofloor Zero contract sheet flooring material is 

both environmentally and user friendly, making it well suited 

for public spaces, including those with especially high safety 

requirements – such as schools, day care centres, hospitals and 

healthcare facilities. Featuring a mineral based construction 

and ionomer reinforced surface treatment, Zero is easy to 

maintain and extremely resistant to both staining and 

scratching.

ZERO WORRY 
ZERO ANXIETY 

PVC FREE CONTRACT SHEET

• Zero PVC, chlorine and plasticizers

• Zero phthalates, halogens and heavy metals

• Homogeneous construction

• Excellent durability and flexibility 

• Easy to install  

• Anti static with excellent stain, bacteria and 

chemical resistance

• Low maintenance – no wax or dry buffing 

required

• Soft contrast pattern in a wide range of colours

• Outstanding environmental qualities

• Made from Enomer®, an innovative flooring 

material from Upofloor
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5763, 5728

UPOFLOOR® ZERO PVC FREE FLOORING
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CHILDS PLAY
With Upofloor Zero, it’s not the flooring that you have to worry 
about when the kids are playing or being active. Completely free 
from PVC and plasticizers, Upofloor Zero has a clean composition 
that promotes clean indoor air. It is also free from halogens, chlorines 
and heavy metals. Restrictions and bans for PVC and plasticizers in 
toys and children’s care products have been in place for several years 
all over the world. We should expect the same from a floor installed 
where kids spend a lot of time.
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5732, 5775

UPOFLOOR® ZERO PVC FREE FLOORING
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HOMOGENEOUS CONSTRUCTION, 
HETEROGENEOUS DESIGN
There is more to the new Upofloor Zero than a naked eye could see. Zero is 
homogeneously constructed, which allows the product to be extremely 
flexible. This simplifies the installation process as the flooring can be easily 
installed into floor drains and transferred on to walls. With welded seams, Zero 
is water tight, hygienic and simple to clean and maintain. The heterogeneous 
design with a soft contrast pattern gives the floor a rich, yet beautifully uniform 
appearance which is very durable – even in hardwearing environments.
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5762, 5726, 5761, 5766, 5765

5701, 57455756, 5753

GREEN IN ANY COLOUR
Upofloor Zero comes in a wide range of colours – which 
means zero limitations for your creativity. But no matter 
what colour you choose, you can rest assured that every 
Upofloor Zero floor is green.

UPOFLOOR® ZERO PVC FREE FLOORING
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5724

5752, 5755
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5763

UPOFLOOR® ZERO PVC FREE FLOORING
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THE EASY WAY TO STAY IN SHAPE
In the short time it takes to install Zero, there won’t be much bother 
thanks to its flexible construction. And you can rest assured that the 
result is both hardwearing and environmentally sound, promoting 
healthy indoor air. Your new Zero floor will also stay in shape for a long 
time – with minimal of hard work.
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ZERO LIMITATIONS 

UPOFLOOR® ZERO PVC FREE FLOORING
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Thickness 2.0 mm

Weight 3100 g/m²

Roll length 10 – 25 m

Width 145 cm

Fire classification 

EN13501-1

C
fl
-s1

Residual Indentation 

EN ISO 24343-1

< 0.05 mm

Flexibility 

EN ISO 24344 Method A

10 mm

Slip resistance 

EN 13893

DS (>0.3)

Slip resistance 

DIN 51130

R9

Electrical propensity 

EN1815

< 2.0 kV

Chemical resistance 

EN ISO 26987

Excellent

Bacterial growth Does not act as substrate 

for bacterial growth

GREEN AND CLEAN

Upofloor Zero is a sustainable choice. It 

is made from safe raw materials consisting 

of natural minerals and clean thermoplastic 

polymers. The environment has been 

considered in every stage of the Upofloor 

Zero development and production 

process. 

The manufacturing process has been 

designed in accordance with the EN14001 

standard. The wastage material is fully 

recycled during production and the 

product can be safely disposed of as 

normal energy-producing waste.

LOW LIFE 
CYCLE COST

Our Zero floors are extremely resistant 

to wear and tear – ensuring a long life 

and a low life cycle cost. They offer a 

hygienic choice, with a dense surface 

that resists dirt and bacterial growth. Zero 

is resistant to chemicals, acids, alkalis and 

solvents – even the strong chemicals used 

in hospitals will not affect the flooring.

CERTIFIED

HARD FACTS
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DARK 1535, LIGHT 1531

XPRESSION

SAFE AND 
HYGIENIC

UPOFLOOR® XPRESSION PVC FREE FLOORING

Looks matter, but so does the well-being of people and our 

environment. This has been our leading philosophy for more 

than two decades. Upofloor Xpression has been specially 

developed with people’s health in mind. The range includes 

PVC and plasticizer free luxury planks and tiles developed and 

designed to please the eye, as well as benefit the environment. 

A FIRST EXPRESSION 
THAT LASTS A LIFETIME

PVC FREE LUXURY TILES AND PLANKS

• Free from PVC, plasticizers, phthalates and halogens

• No waxing or dry buffing required

• Anti-static with excellent stain and bacteria resistance

• Extremely low VOC’s – promotes clean and healthy 

indoor air

• Made from a unique material – Enomer® – Extremely 

durable, wear-, dent-, scratch- and chemical resistant

Light 
maintenance

Excellent resistance 
against chemicals

Low cleaning 
costs

Easy to keep 
clean
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DESIGN CLASSICS
Dark and light tiles? Upofloor Xpression 
offers many design options for stylish 
spaces. Meanwhile, they are all easy to 
clean and maintain. Flooring well suited 
to match your design icons.
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BLACK 1525

SMARTER SUSTAINABILITY
Pleasing to the eye – and the environment. With Upofloor Xpression 
you get an attractive floor covering that resists scratches, keeps its 
good looks over time, is environmentally sound – and will stay in 
fashion.

UPOFLOOR® XPRESSION PVC FREE FLOORING
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WARM GRAY 1501CHESTNUT 1514

SMOKED 1504

KEEPING UP 
APPEARANCES
Dropping a cup of coffee – or a 
jar with chemicals – will cause no 
bother if you’ve chosen an Upofloor 
Xpression floor. The compact wear 
layer rejects dirt and makes the floors 
easy to clean, keeping maintenance 
costs down and the appearances 
up. Thanks to their slight embossing, 
they also provide an excellent slip 
resistance.

UPOFLOOR® XPRESSION PVC FREE FLOORING
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MARBLED 1556 CHARCOAL 1515

ANTIQUE CHERRY 1171

SOLE SOLUTION
Rubber soles can play havoc with resilient floorings. But not 
with Upofloor Xpression, a floor designed to stay cool.
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HAZEL 1513

UPOFLOOR® XPRESSION PVC FREE FLOORING
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WELL EDUCATED CHOICE
There are many kinds of foot traffic. For flooring, one of the most 
intense kinds of traffic occurs when people are sitting down. 
The wear and tear of feet grinding away in auditoriums and 
classrooms during long lectures, chairs being pulled and then 
pushed can make any floor suffer – however this is not the case 
with hard-wearing Upofloor Xpression. Its unique and durable 
surface protection, similar to that of a golf ball, will hinder even a 
professional golfer from tearing the surface apart when he takes 
a swing.
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CLEAN WOOD 178 x 1219 mm CLASSIC WOOD 102 x 914 mm

STRIPES 500 x 500 mm

TERRA 500 x 500 mm

MOODS 500 x 500 mm 

GRAPHIC WOOD178 X 1219 MM

RUSTIC WOOD 178 x 1219 mm

CHARCOAL 1515

DARK GRAY 1505

CANADIAN MAPLE 1122

SCANDINAVIAN MAPLE 1121

GOLDEN OAK 1142

AMERICAN CHERRY 1151

ROYAL QUINCE 1161

ANTIQUE CHERRY 1171

FRENCH WALNUT 1101

ROSEWOOD 1191

HONDURAN MAHOGANY 1181

DARK 1535

LIMESTONE 1541

FADED 1551 SLATE 1545 SAND 1542

WHITE 1521

BLACK 1525

LIGHT 1531

EARTH 1544

MARBLED 1556

CHESTNUT 1514

SMOKED 1504

HAZEL 1513

NATURAL 1503

DUNE 1512

COOL GRAY 1502

ALMOND 1511

WARM GRAY 1501
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PVC AND 
 PLASTICIZERS

EXTREMELY LOW 
EMISSIONS

VOC

CERTIFIED

DESIGNED FOR A HEALTHY 
AND SAFE ENVIRONMENT

Completely free from PVC and plasticizers, Upofloor Xpression is made 

from a material based on natural minerals and pure thermoplastic 

polymers. It is also free from phthalates, halogens, chlorines and heavy 

metals. 

The environment has been considered in all steps of the manufacturing 

process, in accordance with the EN 14001 standard. The material is fully 

recycled in production and can be safely disposed of as energy-

producing waste.

Upofloor Xpression floors do not support combustion in fire situations 

and do not generate dangerous combustion gases such as hydrogen 

chloride or hydrogen cyanide.

Manufactured of PVC 

and plasticizer-free 

Enomer® material

100 % of production 

waste is recycled 

back to the product

Contains only natural 

minerals and clean 

thermoplastic 

polymers

Can be burned and 

used for energy

EASY TO INSTALL

Upofloor Xpression tiles or planks are 

installed with water-based acrylic 

dispersion adhesives approved by 

Upofloor. The backing of the flooring 

has been roughened to maximize 

adhesion. Information on installation 

and approved adhesives can be found 

on www.upofloor.com

EASY TO CLEAN

The dense surface rejects dirt, which 

makes maintenance easy and cost-

effective. There is no waxing or 

dry-buffing required. The anti-static 

qualities of the wear layer further 

facilitate keeping the floors clean. The 

Upofloor Xpression flooring material is 

extremely resistant to chemicals, 

including acids, alkalis, solvents and 

disinfectants, and it does not stain 

up-on contact with rubber.

Thickness 2.0 mm

Weight 3400 g/m²

Size 

Classic Wood

102 x 914 mm  

30 pcs 

2.78 m²

Size 

Clead Wood, Rustic 

Wood, Graphic Wood

178 x 1219 mm 

30 pcs 

4.33 m²

Size 

Terra, Stripes, Moods

500 x 500 mm 

20 pcs 

5.0 m²

Fire classification 

EN13501-1

C
fl
-s1

Residual Indentation 

EN ISO 24343-1

< 0.05 mm

Slip resistance 

EN 13893

DS (>0.3)

Slip resistance 

DIN 51130

R9

Electrical propensity 

EN1815

< 2.0 kV

Chemical resistance 

EN ISO 26987

Excellent

Bacterial growth Does not act as substrate 

for bacterial growth

HARD FACTS
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619306, 619318, 619317

QUARTZ

UPOFLOOR® QUARTZ FLOORING

CONTAINS APPROX.

70%
QUARTZ AND

NATURAL MINERALS

COMPRESSED UNDER

600 T 
PRESSURE

THE BEST 

T
WEAR 

RESISTANCE

HIGH PERFORMANCE COMMERCIAL FLOORING

Upofloor Quartz is developed to withstand the toughest of 

traffic in public spaces. The range of high quality performance, 

compressed quartz tiles are flexible and suitable for the most 

demanding applications with high traffic. The tiles will even 

endure pallet trucks and fork lifts.

TOUGHER THAN 
CONCRETE 
MUCH TOUGHER

• Easy installation with minimal waste

• High performance surface treatment ensures that the floors 

remain easy to clean over time

• No waxing or dry buffing required – occupancy ready

• Homogeneous construction

• 71 designer options in chipped and unicolor designs

• Certified low-VOC flooring product

• Phthalate free formulation

• Contains over 30% recycled content
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9006, 9003

UPOFLOOR® QUARTZ FLOORING

HAPPY HOURS
Sliding chairs, spilled food and wine, and rubbing shoe soles. Our Quartz floors 
will continue to perform in the toughest of contexts – and the happiest of hours.
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9321, 9361, 9322, 9324, 9349

UPOFLOOR® QUARTZ FLOORING

QUARTZ LIKES CURVES
Upofloor Quartz is easy to install. Thanks to 
their flexibility, the tiles will not break during 
installation, conforming to slight irregularities 
– and even to curving surfaces. 
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9367, 9353, 9366, 9349, 9351

9321, 9322, 9323, 9351

ELEVATED DESIGN 
Upofloor Quartz comes in more than 70 different designer options, 
including unicolor and three chipped designs in a multitude of colours 
in two size formats, allowing the ultimate freedom of creativity.
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619301, 619302, 619303, 619304

UPOFLOOR® QUARTZ FLOORING
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LEADING THE WAY
For over 60 years Upofloor Quartz has been installed worldwide 
in all kind of environments that have one thing in common: Their 
need for a tough, strong and easily maintained floor with a sound 
environmental character.
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9101

9123

3313

619301/9301

619321/9321

619349/9349

9102

9124

6311

619302/9302

619322/9322

619351/9351

9103

9129

6312

619303/9303

619323/9323

619353/9353

9104

9144

6316

619304/9304

619324/9324

619359/9359

9106

9151

6320

619306/9306

619325/9325

619361/9361

9117

9153

6352

619317/9317

619328/9328

619363/9363

9119

9163

619318/9318

619329/9329

619366/9366

9121

9167

619319/9319

619344/9344

619367/9367

71 DESIGNER OPTIONS 
IN CHIPPED AND UNICOLOR DESIGNS

Mosaic Classic Collection

Mosaic Collection

Tema Collection

UPOFLOOR® QUARTZ FLOORING

610 x 610 mm, 300 x 300 mm

300 x 300 mm

300 x 300 mm
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9067

9044

9019

9001

9049

9021

9002

9051

9022

9003

9053

9023

9004

9059

9024

9006

9061

9025

9010

9063

9028

9017

9066

9029

9018
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EXTREME 
DURABILITY

The unique two-stage hot-cold 

compression under high pressure 

manufacturing method gives the tiles 

density, excellent dimensional stability 

and exceptional durability. The dense 

surface prevents dirt from penetrating 

and the tiles do not require any initial 

polishing.

ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY

Upofloor Quartz consists of 70% quartz 

and natural minerals with a minimal use 

of plasticizers – the small amount used is 

bio based, nontoxic and phthalate free. 

Awarded the FloorScore indoor air 

certificate. The material is completely 

recyclable.

Uni Collection

Thickness 2.0 mm

Weight 4000 g/m²

Sizes Mosaic, Mosaic Classic, 

Tema, Uni: 

300 mm x 300 mm 

Mosaic: 

610 mm x 610 mm 

Fire classification 

EN13501-1

B
fl
-s1

Residual Indentation 

EN ISO 24343-1

< 0.05 mm

Slip resistance 

EN 13893

DS (>0.3)

Electrical propensity 

EN1815

< 2.0 kV

Chemical resistance 

EN ISO 26987

Good

Bacterial growth Does not act as substrate 

for bacterial growth

CERTIFIED

HARD FACTS

300 x 300 mm
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Since the start in 1950’s, Upofloor has revolutionized our 

view of traditional public space flooring – focusing on 

creating smart flooring materials that are environmentally 

friendly, strong and easy to maintain.

Upofloor was founded in the small town of Nokia in western Finland, one 

of the most entrepreneurial and innovative centres in Europe. It was here 

that the Nokia Group started its operations in the 19th century as a small 

paper mill, taking its name from the city. The innovative spirit that took the 

Nokia telecom brand to worldwide success has made a strong mark on the 

city, and has attracted a number of innovative companies over the decades. 

One of these is Upofloor, which was founded in Nokia’s old paper mill and 

which was also owned by the Nokia Group for a period of time.

Upofloor’s founding vision was to offer the Finnish market an innovative 

product that was catching on around the world, i.e. resilient vinyl flooring. 

Production expanded in 1960’s to include public space resilient sheet 

floorings and flexible vinyl floorings for domestic use. Meanwhile, a growing 

demand from other countries resulted in continuously expanding exports.

Today, Upofloor has successfully produced, marketed and installed millions 

of square meters of floorings all around the world. 

Focus on environmentally sound floorings

Upofloor product development activities are still based in the pioneering 

town of Nokia. Focus is on designing innovative PVC-free, environmentally 

friendly flooring that is durable and easy to maintain. 

The first PVC-free flooring was launched in 2004. Since then, Upofloor has 

become a pioneer in PVC-free floorings, aiming to continuously expand 

our offering in design-driven, technologically advanced and sustainable 

flooring. Upofloor has also been a leading quartz tile manufacturer for over 

60 years, providing uniquely designed flooring to many types of 

commercial installations.

Part of Kährs Group

Today, Upofloor has two production facilities in Finland. The company is a 

part of the Kährs Group. Established in 1857, Kährs is the world’s oldest and 

leading wood flooring manufacturer with worldwide brand recognition.

UPOFLOOR HAS REINVENTED 
RESILIENT FLOORING. SMARTER. 
GREENER. TOUGHER.

Upofl oor UK

Unit A4 Cairo Place, 

Endeavour Business Park, 

7 Penner Road, Havant,

Hampshire, PO9 1QN 

Tel: 023 9245 3045

Upofl oor Oy

Sinimäentie 8A, 

02630 Espoo, 

Finland

Tel. +358 (0)20 740 9600

www.upofl oor.com
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